COVID-19 Cleaning Notification for University Facility Services

The University will provide notification to the appropriate Facility Services personnel to initiate appropriate cleaning and disinfection protocols in the event of a positive COVID-19 case in the workplace.

As appropriate, designated Graham Health Center Staff (or other appropriate designees) will notify via email, all listed staff for areas #1, #2 or #3 as follows:

1. Campus Cleaning
   a. Constance Jones – jones236@oakland.edu
   b. Patti Nelson - pattinelson@oakland.edu
   c. Anthony Carpenter - carpenter@oakland.edu
   d. Kathryn Tarnaski - Kathryn.Tarnaski@sscserv.com
2. Oakland Center (general and office areas within the Oakland Center)
   a. Jason VanBuskirk - vanbusk2@oakland.edu
   b. Ruel Ramos - rbramos@oakland.edu
3. University Housing (residence halls, student apartments, Mathews Court Townhouses, student cottages)
   a. Kevin McDougall - mcdouga2@oakland.edu
   b. Doug LaLone - lalone@oakland.edu
   c. Wendy Tyrell - tyrell@oakland.edu